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Use the C.O.M.A. (Context, Observation, Meaning, Application) meth-
od to work through the biblical text.

Context
Pay attention to the surrounding verses, paragraphs, chapters, events, 
etc. to see how this passage fits within the context of this particular 
book of the Bible.

Note how this passage fits within the larger story line of the whole Bi-
ble, i.e. how God is saving a people through Jesus Christ to live under 
his rule in his place.

Observation & Meaning
Make careful observations of the biblical text. Notice details such as 
linking words (e.g. “for”, “if”, “therefore”), repetition, dialogue, nar-
rative, OT quotations, etc.

To understand the meaning of the biblical text, we need to discern 
the author’s purpose or intent: Why is the biblical author writing this?

Helpful questions to ask include:
Who is writing and to whom?
What is the situation of the author and of the readers?
Are we made aware of any problems that need to be addressed?

Are there any repeated themes, or a single idea that holds everything 
together?

Application
Apply God’s word to the heart. Move beyond merely addressing cir-
cumstances and behaviour by asking good “heart” questions. For ex-
ample: Why do we do what we do? What do we really desire?

Always connect the gospel to application. For example, what differ-
ence does knowing Christ make to our obedience to God?

Ask what the passage teaches us about God, ourselves, salvation in 
Christ, the church, the world, etc.

Guide for Study Leaders

Scripture Text

Ephesians 4:25-30

Context

Following on from Paul’s encouragement to continue to be 
renewed in the spirit of our minds and to put on Christ 
in the previous section, Paul now fleshed out what this 
holiness looks like in a few very practical areas. Ephesians 
has begun with a cosmic view of God choosing us before 
the foundation of the world to be holy and blameless, and 
now shows us what this looks like at a ‘neighbourhood’ 
level. We should note that in nearly each instance there is 
an encouragement to ‘put off’ some behaviour, a request 
to ‘put on’ some behaviour, as well as a reason why. This is 
what holiness looks like at a ‘street level’. 

Observation and Meaning

•  What reasons does Paul give for speaking the truth? 
What other reasons could he have given? 

•  What does Paul say about anger? He tells us to ‘put off 
falsehood’ but says something slightly different when 
he talks about anger. Why, and what does this mean 
about anger?

•  Note how the gospel goes far beyond the law. In the 
law one was not permitted to steal, but the gospel 
demands not only that we stop stealing but that now 
live generously towards others. How does the gospel 
work in our hearts to do that?

•  What are the differences the two different instructions 
for our words to ‘give grace to those who hear’ and ‘as 
is good for building up’ How can your words do that?

•  What does it mean for us to not ‘grieve’ the Spirit? What 
does this mean about the Spirit? Where else has Paul 
spoken about us being ‘sealed’ with the Spirit? 

Big Idea

Holiness is not a vague spiritual stage, but rather a life 
lived out that is devoted to God in very practical ways. 
It’s deeply connected to how we live our lives with other 
people.  

Connecting To The Whole Bible’s Story Line

Christ has purchased us and made us new so that we 
can live lives that are set apart for Him, displaying his 
glory to a watching world. Christ’s work creates a new 
humanity that lives holy lives together as His people. 

Sermon Outline

1.  Speaking truthfully (vs 25)
2.  Being angry for the right reasons (vs 26-27)
3.  Working hard to bless others (vs 23)
4.  Speaking to give grace and build up others (vs 29-30)

Application

•  What is the implication of Paul using ‘because 
we are members of one another’ as the reason to 
speak the truth to each other? How does this help 
you understand the importance of your words in 
community?

•  Has your anger been an opportunity for the devil? 
How does the context of Psalm 4:4 (be angry and 
do not sin) shape what you should be angry about 
and what you should not be angry about? How does 
Paul’s instruction to not let the sun go down on your 
anger affect how you deal with anger?

•  How should you think about using your job and 
salary for the benefit of others? How does the gospel 
help you be generous with what you have? How else 
can you ‘give’ to our community? 

•  How does God want to use to use your mouth to 
bless others? Think of specific relationships that you 
have that you can begin to ‘build up’ and ‘give grace 
to’ with your words. 
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